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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
AMERICAS: OUTPUT AT U.S. FACTORIES FELL 0.1% IN MAY,  the latest sign of cooling economic activity. Still, production at 
auto plants rose 0.7%. Mining production increased 1.3%. Utilities output climbed 1.0%. The solid gains in mining and utilities offset the 
dip in manufacturing and raised total industrial production 0.2%. Other May data showed: Factory orders rose 1.6%. Durable goods 
orders advanced 0.7%, lifted by a 0.8% gain in orders for transportation equipment. Motor vehicle orders climbed 0.5%. The U.S. trade 
deficit dropped 1.3% to $85.5 bn. Imports of goods and services rose 0.6%, which was offset by a 1.2% increase in exports to a record high. 
Import prices were up 0.6% and 11.7% over the 12 months to May. Producer prices rose 0.8%, with a 1.4% jump in the prices of goods 
accounting for nearly two-thirds of the rise in the PPI. Goods prices were driven by rising costs for energy products. Consumer prices were 
8.6% higher than a year earlier, the highest inflation rate in more than four decades. Retail sales fell 0.3% as auto purchases declined 3.5% 
amid model shortages and record high gasoline prices. Existing home sales slid for a fourth straight month. Nonfarm employment 
increased by 372,000 jobs in June, and the unemployment rate remained unchanged at 3.6%. Consumer confidence fell sharply, reaching 
its lowest point in a decade. The Federal Reserve, faced with the highest inflation in more than 40 years, took its most aggressive step 
yet in the attempt to curb inflation and raised the target range for the federal funds rate from 1.0 to 1.75. Further rate hikes look inevitable.  
OVERSEAS: CHINA’S RETAIL SALES DECLINED FOR A THIRD CONSECUTIVE MONTH IN MAY,  falling 6.7% YOY as 
lockdowns and mass testing campaigns under the zero-COVID strategy curtailed growth. Russian exports to China accelerated in May, 
surging 80% YOY to $10.27bn, as Beijing continues to offer support to Moscow. European steel-consuming manufacturers say Brussels 
is adding to the supply chain crisis by rejecting requests for a big increase in the amount of steel they can import without paying punitive 
25% tariffs. The war in Ukraine has triggered an inflation crisis that is affecting people all over the world, especially in Europe.  
STEEL: U.S. STEEL WILL END STEEL PRODUCTION AT ITS GRANITE CITY MILL  and use the plant to produce pig iron. Pig 
iron is ore reduced to molten iron in a coal-heated blast furnace and mixed with scrap and melted into new steel in electric furnaces. The 
stainless steel market saw the first major price decline since 2020 as the falling nickel price lowered the surcharge. The June surcharge 
for grade 304 flat-rolled coil dropped about $0.18/lb as LME nickel fell from $15.12/lb in the April calculation period to $13.50/lb in May.  
AUTOMOTIVE: U.S. AUTO SALES SLUMPED IN THE 2N D QTR  as chip shortages continued to choke car supplies and rising sticker 
prices put new vehicles out of reach for a wider swath of prospective buyers. GM reported a 15% drop in sales. Toyota’s sales fell 23%. 
General Motors, Ford, Toyota and Stellantis urged Congress to lift a cap on the $7,500 electric vehicle tax credit, citing higher costs to 
produce zero-emission vehicles. The CEOs of the automakers said in a joint letter that they have pledged to invest over $170 billion through 
2030 to bolster EVs development, production and sale. The quality of vehicles sold in the U.S. fell to a 36-year low in 2022, as labor 
shortages and supply snags continued to impact automakers. Owners of battery-electric vehicles (BEV) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) 
cited more problems when compared to owners of internal combustion engine (ICE) models ( per the J.D. Power report).  
ENERGY: U.S. WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY PRICES THIS SUMMER ARE FORECAST TO SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE YOY  
mainly due to surging costs of fuel for generators. The EIA expects electricity prices in the Northeast to exceed $100/MWh in June/August, 
an increase from $50/MWh a year ago. Russian gas volumes on the Nord Stream 1 pipeline to Germany were cut by 60%, which Moscow 
blamed on sanctions. Russia has access to alternative supply routes to keep customers supplied, but declined to use them. 
MEDICAL: MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANIES WILL CURB SPENDING IN THE 2 N D HALF  as they prepare for a potential recession 
amid rising inflation and as supply chain and staffing woes continue, according to RBC analysts. Pfizer and BioNTech vaccines modified 
to target the Omicron variant produced a significantly larger immune response than the companies’ currently available vaccine in a study. 
AEROSPACE: AMAZON’S LONG-PLANNED DRONE-DELIVERY SERVICE WILL MAKE ITS U.S. DEBUT THIS YEAR.  
Amazon’s drone-delivery program will make its first deliveries to Lockeford, CA, about 100 miles northeast of San Francisco. United 
Airlines pilots tentatively agreed to a new contract that gives them 14.5% raises, increased overtime pay and other benefits, setting the 
standard as other major carriers negotiate deals with their aviators at a time of rebounding travel demand.  
COMMODITIES: PRICES FOR ALUMINUM INGOT ON THE LME FELL BELOW $2,500/TONNE IN JUNE  compared to $4,000 
in early March, while the Midwest premium has declined to an average of 33 cents/lb from 40 cents in early May. Iron ore prices slumped 
8% on June 19 to a six-month low of $111.35/tonne, following reports of steel mills in China cutting production. 

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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THE AMERICAS 
• U.S. producer prices rose 0.8% in May after advancing 0.4% 

in April. A 1.4% jump in the prices of goods accounted for 
nearly two-thirds of the rise in the PPI. Goods prices were 
driven by rising costs for energy products. Wholesale 
gasoline prices leaped 8.4%, making up 40% of the rise in 
the costs of goods. There were also increases in the cost of 
residential natural gas, steel mill products and diesel fuel. 
In the 12 months through May, the PPI increased 10.8%.  
Key Update: The U.S. economy will tip into a recession next 
year as the Fed ramps up efforts to contain the highest 
inflation in 40 years, according to nearly 70% of leading 
academic economists polled by the Financial Times. 

• U.S. import prices rose 0.6% in May and 11.7% in the 12 
months through May. Imported fuel prices shot up 7.5%. 
Petroleum prices rebounded 6.7%. Export prices rose 2.8%. 
Prices for agricultural exports gained 2.1%. Nonagricultural 
export prices advanced 2.9%. Export prices jumped 18.9% 
YOY in May, the largest gain since September 1984.  

• The U.S. trade deficit dropped 1.3% to $85.5 bn in May. 
Imports of goods and services rose 0.6% (largely due to 
higher costs for crude oil), which was offset by a 1.2% 
increase in exports. A shrinking trade deficit will boost 
2ndQtr U.S. economic growth slightly, economists said. 

• Retail sales fell 0.3% in May as auto purchases declined 
3.5% amid model shortages and record high gasoline prices 
that pulled spending away from other goods. Service 
station sales surged 4.0%. The national average price of 
gasoline jumped to an all-time high of $4.439/gallon in May. 
Prices at the pump are now about $5.00 per gallon.  

• Durable goods orders advanced 0.7% in May, lifted by a 
0.8% gain in orders for transportation equipment. Motor 
vehicle orders climbed 0.5%. New orders for U.S.-made 
capital goods (+0.5%) and shipments (+0.8%) increased 
solidly in May, pointing to sustained strength in business 
spending on equipment in the 2ndQtr.  

• Factory orders rose 1.6% in May, bucking a slew of recent 
data showing a softening in the economy and underscoring 
that demand for products remains strong. There were 
increases in orders for primary metals, machinery, 
transportation equipment  and electronic products  

• U.S. job growth was strong in June despite the darkening 
economic outlook. Nonfarm payrolls increased by 372k 
jobs. The private sector has recouped all the jobs lost during 
the pandemic and is 140k higher, while government 
employment is still in the hole by 664k. The unemployment 
rate was unchanged at 3.6% for a fourth straight month. 

• Consumer prices in May were 8.6% higher than a year 
earlier, the fastest inflation rate in more than four decades. 
May’s increase was driven in part by sharp rises in the prices 
for energy, which rose 34.6% from a year earlier, and 
groceries, which jumped 11.9% on the year, the biggest 
increase since 1979. Prices for used cars and trucks—a key 
engine of the past year’s inflation surge—rose 1.8% in May 
from April, reversing three months of declines.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• The Federal Reserve, faced with the highest inflation in 

more than 40 years, took its most aggressive step yet in the 
attempt to curb inflation. The FOMC unanimously voted to 
raise the target range for the federal funds rate from 1.00 to 
1.75, with further rate hikes looking inevitable. The 75 basis 
point hike follows May’s 50 basis point increase.  
Key Update: More than 60% of CEOs expect a recession in 
their geographic region in the next 12 to 18 months, 
according to a survey of 750 CEOs by the Conference Board.  
An additional 15% think the region of the world where their 
company operates is already in a recession. 

• Production at U.S. factories fell 0.1% in May, the latest sign 
of cooling economic activity. Production at auto plants rose 
0.7% after advancing 3.3% in April. Mining output  increased 
1.3%. Utilities output climbed 1.0% after surging 5.5% in 
April. The solid gains in mining and utilities offset the dip in 
manufacturing and lifted total industrial production by 
0.2%. Capacity utilization for the manufacturing sector 
edged down 0.1% to 79.1%.  

• The leading economic indicators fell 0.2% in May, 
following a 0.4% decline in April, fueled by tumbling stock 
prices, a slowdown in housing construction and gloomier 
consumer expectations, the Conference Board reported.  

• Consumer confidence fell sharply in June, reaching its 
lowest point in a decade. The Conference Board said 
worries about high inflation has consumers anticipating 
economic growth would weaken significantly in the 2ndH.  

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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• Existing home sales slid for a fourth straight month in May, 

declining 3.4% from April and 8.6% from a year earlier. The 
median existing home sale price shot above $400,000, 
setting a new record. New home sales jumped 10.7%, but 
the rebound is likely temporary as home prices remain 
elevated and mortgage rates approach 6%, reducing 
affordability. Housing starts plunged 14.4% to an annual 
rate of 1.549mn units, the lowest level since April 2021.  
Key Update: Demand is slowing but price growth remains 
rapid. Nearly 60% of May home sales were above list price.  

• ISM's June services index slipped to 55.3 from a reading of 
55.9 in May. The third straight monthly decline pushed the 
index to its lowest level since May 2020, when the economy 
was battling the pandemic. The sector is being underpinned 
by a rotation in spending back to services from goods. 

• U.S. factory activity weakened in June to a two-year low 
as new orders contracted, restrained by lingering supply 
constraints and some softening in demand. The ISM’s index 
of new orders dropped nearly 6 points to 49.2. Shrinking 
orders come as consumer spending slows under the weight 
of inflation and inventories pile up.  

• Construction spending fell 0.1% in May as single-family 
homebuilding stalled and the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage 
rate jumped close to 6%. Spending on public construction 
projects declined 0.8%. Outlays on state and local 
government construction projects dropped 0.8%, while 
federal government spending tumbled 1.7%.  

• U.S. consumers boosted their spending by 0.2% in May, a 
slowdown from the revised 0.6% increase in April. Personal 
income grew by 0.5%. Adjusted for inflation, after-tax 
income declined by 0.1% in May, showing that wage 
increases have been struggling to keep up with price rises. 
Inflation-adjusted spending declined by 0.4% in May.  

• Foreign steel imports into the U.S. in May totaled 2.736mn 
tons, including 2.334mn tons of finished steel, and 
represent increases of 0.2% and 3.1% respectively vs. April. 
Through the first 5 months of 2022, total and finished steel 
imports are up 18.4% and 40.8% respectively. Finished steel 
import market share was estimated at 24% YTD.  

• U.S. steel mills shipped 7.629mn tons of steel in April, a 
2.6% drop from March and a 2.7% drop vs. a year ago. 
Shipments YTD for four months were 30.456mn tons, a 1.7% 
increase vs. a year ago. (See Appendix: Steel, page 8)  

• Total world crude steel production was 169.5mn tonnes 
(Mt) in May, a 3.5% decrease compared to a year ago. China 
produced 96.6 Mt, down 3.5% on May 2021. India’s output 
of 10.6 Mt was up 17.3%. Japan produced 8.1 Mt, down 
4.2%. The United States produced 7.2 Mt, down 2.6%.   

• The stainless steel market saw the first major price decline 
since 2020 as the falling nickel price lowered the surcharge. 
The June surcharge 
for grade 304 flat-
rolled coil dropped 
about $0.18/lb as 
LME nickel fell from 
$15.12/lb in the April 
calculation period 
to $13.50/lb in May. 
With base prices 
stable, changes to 
net effective prices were driven solely by surcharges. 
Although effective prices are retreating from all-time 
records, they remain at historical highs. Surcharges are on 
course to decline again in July and, with stainless import 
volumes rising, U.S. mill prices may come under pressure in 
the future months. For now, the domestic market remains 
tight, with mill customers largely on allocation and lead 
times holding at 2-3 months. The stainless scrap market has 
changed dramatically over the last few weeks with prices 
undercut by falling LME nickel prices and the outlook for 
scrap is clouded. An upbeat scrap market has turned 
pessimistic, bracing for further price declines.  
Key Update: Surcharges are based on prices of commodities 
that trade in markets where supply-demand fundamentals 
may have no relation to U.S. stainless.  

• The London Metal Exchange will require its members to 
report over the counter (OTC) trades to combat the 
unexpected spike in nickel prices earlier this year. The LME 
said the move will foster more transparency in the process. 
The new rules will go into effect in July and will require OTC 
trades on all physically delivered metal. Although nickel 
was the only metal affected by the spike, aluminum and 
copper OTC trades will also need to be reported to the LME. 

• United States Steel will end steel production at its Granite 
City, IL, mill and use the plant to produce pig iron. Pig iron 
is ore reduced to molten iron in a coal-heated blast furnace. 
When it is cooled, it can be mixed with scrap and melted into 
new steel in electric furnaces. SunCokeEnergy intends to 
acquire the blast furnaces from USS. SunCoke said it 
anticipates producing 2mn tons of pig iron annually. USS 
said it would have access to 100% of that iron for 10 years.  

• Albemarle Corp plans to build a lithium processing plant 
in the U.S. that would produce as much of the EV battery 
metal as the entire company produces today. It aims to 
build a processing plant with 100,000 tonnes of annual 
capacity in the Southeast, within rail access of a major port. 

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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• The quality of vehicles sold in the U.S. fell to a 36-year low 

in 2022, as labor shortages and supply snags continued to 
impact automakers. The J.D. Power report noted that 
owners of battery-electric vehicles (BEV) and plug-in hybrid 
vehicles (PHEVs) cited more problems when compared to 
owners of internal combustion engine (ICE) models.  

• U.S. auto sales slumped in the 2ndQtr as chip shortages 
continued to choke car supplies and rising sticker prices put 
new vehicles out of reach for a wider swath of prospective 
buyers. GM reported a 15% drop in sales, as supply chain 
disruptions hit production and left nearly 100,000 vehicles 
waiting for more parts. Toyota’s sales fell 23% to 531,105 
units. (See Appendix: Automotive, page 9) 

• Automakers and recyclers want to harvest valuable 
materials from old EV batteries. Before they are recycled, 
used batteries could be given a second life on the electricity 
grid. Wind and solar plants are increasingly being coupled 
with lithium-ion batteries to store excess power. Auto- 
makers say repurposing them could aid the expansion of 
renewable energy as well as address an electronic-waste 
challenge. About 1.7mn EV batteries will be available for 
reuse in 2030, with a combined value of $5.1 bn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• GM, Ford, Toyota and Chrysler-parent Stellantis urged 
Congress to lift a cap on the $7,500 electric vehicle tax 
credit, citing higher costs to produce zero-emission 
vehicles. The CEOs of the automakers said in a joint letter 
that they have pledged to invest over $170 billion through 
2030 to bolster EVs development, production and sale.  
Key Update: The current $7,500 tax credit phases out after a 
manufacturer hit 200,000 EVs sold. GM and Tesla have 
already reached the cap and are no longer eligible.  

• Century Aluminum intends to shut its largest U.S. 
aluminum smelter at Hawesville, KY, for up to a year, citing 
soaring energy prices. The smelter idling process began on 
June 27. Prices for aluminum 
ingot on the LME fell below 
$2,500/tonne in June 
compared to $4,000 in early 
March, while the Midwest 
premium has declined to an 
average of 33 cents/lb from 40 cents in early May. Market 
participants say Century’s action may reverse the steep 
slide of the Midwest premium, at least temporarily.   

• Tesla raised prices on some of its cars by as much as $6,000, 
as it grapples with surging costs along its supply chain. The 
increase comes as the car industry faces rapidly rising costs 
on labor, transportation, raw materials and more. Tesla last 
raised prices in March. Between 10% and 15% of Tesla’s cost 
structure is exposed to swings in raw-materials prices.  
Key Update: Tesla’s two newest car factories have been 
losing billions of dollars as supply-chain disruptions and 
battery-cell manufacturing problems limit the company’s 
ability to increase production.. The company’s plants in 
Germany and Texas, which opened earlier this year, are 
“gigantic money furnaces,” CEO Elon Musk said. 

• Swedish autonomous-truck startup Einride will test its 
self-driving freight vehicles on public roads in the U.S. in an 
operation with GE Appliances. Einride plans to put one of its 
chunky electric vehicles, 
which have no cabs for 
drivers, on a one-mile 
stretch of road between two 
warehouses in Tennessee 
for GE Appliances. The 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recently 
greenlighted the company’s test run.  

• Boeing delivered 29 of its cash-earning 737 MAX single-aisle 
jets to customers in May, bringing in needed funds as the 
company worked through supply chain and regulatory 
hurdles. Boeing also handed over to customers the fourth-
to-last of its hump-backed 747s, a freighter to Atlas Air, and 
three 777 freighters, reflecting strong demand for cargo 
capacity. That brings the delivery total for the first five 
months of the year to 165 aircraft delivered.   

• United Airlines pilots tentatively agreed to a new contract 
that gives them 14.5% raises, increased overtime pay and 
other benefits, setting the standard as other major carriers 
negotiate deals with their aviators at a time of rebounding 
travel demand. (See Appendix: Aerospace, page 14) 

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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• Raytheon and Northrop Grumman won U.S. contracts to 

continue developing missiles to intercept hypersonic 
weapons. The decision means Lockheed Martin, the No. 1 
U.S. defense contractor, has been eliminated for now from 
the multibillion dollar program, but could be pulled back in 
at a later date. In November, the three companies were 
awarded separate contracts totaling about $60mn to 
develop an interceptor guided by a constellation of 
satellites and sensors to intercept a hypersonic missile 
inside Earth's atmosphere as it glides towards its target.  

• Pfizer and BioNTech vaccines modified to target the 
Omicron variant produced a significantly larger immune 
response than the companies’ currently available vaccine in 
a study. A modified booster shot targeting Omicron 
specifically increased neutralizing antibody levels 13.5 to 
19.6 times higher than the current shot. A booster targeting 
both Omicron and the original virus increased neutralizing 
antibody levels 9.1 to 10.9 times.  

• Medical device companies, especially smaller businesses, 
likely will curb spending in the 2ndHalf as they prepare for a 
potential recession amid rising inflation and as supply chain 
and staffing woes continue, according to RBC analysts. 
Supply chain disruption and inflation remain an industry 
challenge, although the situation may have stabilized.  
(See Appendix: Medical, page 13) 

• Gasoline prices over the past twelve months have surged 
by more than 60%, leaving millions of Americans who rely 
on their car with unprecedented pain at the pump. Gas is 
currently most expensive in states and cities on the West 
Coast, with the average price of regular gasoline hitting 
$6.27 in California and $6.38 in San Francisco specifically.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
Key Update: After the initial shock of the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine, gas prices briefly cooled, but as embargoes of 
Russian oil were put in place in the U.S. and the EU, prices 
started climbing again with seemingly no end in sight.  

• The U.S. Department of Energy proposed changes to 
allow California’s last nuclear power plant to qualify for 
federal financial assistance. The Energy Dept. proposed 
removing a requirement that would have prevented PG&E’s 
Diablo Canyon 
nuclear power 
plant from getting 
a portion of the 
$6bn in funds the 
Administration is 
making available 
to rescue reactors 
at risk of closing early because they are losing money. The 
Energy Department would eliminate a requirement that a 
nuclear reactor applying for funds not recover more than 
50% of its costs from regulated rates or contracts. 
The Administration is pushing Congress to support a 
$4.3bn plan to buy enriched uranium directly from 
domestic producers to wean the U.S. off Russian imports of 
the nuclear-reactor fuel. Energy officials made the case that 
any interruption in the supply of enriched Russian uranium 
could cause operational disruptions at commercial nuclear 
reactors. The proposal aims to spur development of more 
domestic enrichment and other steps needed to turn 
uranium into reactor fuel. (See Appendix: Energy), page 11) 

• U.S. wholesale electricity prices this summer are forecast 
to significantly increase YOY mainly due to surging costs of 
fuel for generators. The EIA expects electricity prices in the 
Northeast to exceed $100/MWh in June/August, an increase 
from $50/MWh a year ago. Summer electricity prices in 
California are likely to average $98/MWh, while those in 
Texas are forecast to average $90/MWh.  
Key Update: Wholesale electricity prices are tied to natural 
gas prices as gas-fired units are often the most expensive 
generators dispatched to supply power. The Agency expects 
natural gas prices delivered to electric generators to average 
$8.81/MMBtu this summer, up from $3.93/MMBtu a year ago.  

• Western nations want nuclear energy’s carbon-free 
electricity to help tackle climate change and reduce 
dependence on Russian oil and gas. The U.S., France and 
China are backing a new generation of reactors intended to 
be easier to build and safer than earlier designs. Yet after 
shunning nuclear energy for years, Western nations are 
short on managers and skilled workers with experience in 
building reactors. A handful of plants already under 
construction across the U.S. and Europe are years late, 
billions over budget and have exposed weaknesses in U.S. 
and European nuclear-engineering capabilities. 

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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EUROPE, AFRICA & THE MIDDLE EAST 
• The war in Ukraine has triggered an inflation crisis that is 

affecting people all over the world. The impact of rising 
consumer prices is being especially felt in Europe and 
countries neighboring Ukraine.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Update: Rising inflation is causing hardship for low-
income people and increasing food insecurity in the world's 
poorest economies. According to the OECD, pressures on 
supply chains and commodity prices are expected to 
gradually ease by 2023. 

• European steel-consuming manufacturers say Brussels is 
adding to the supply chain crisis by rejecting requests for a 
big increase in the amount of steel they can import without 
paying punitive 25% tariffs. The EC opted for only a 1% rise 
in quota-free imports for the next 12 months, up from 3% of 
annual demand. Steel consumers wanted a big increase in 
the tariff-free quota now and abolition of all duties next 
year. Automotive grade steel in the EU recently hit almost 
€1,500/tonne, three times the price two years ago.  

• Metinvest Holdings, Ukraine’s biggest steelmaker, 
accused Russia of stealing its metal from Mariupol for resale 
in Russia. A boat loaded with steel from the Ilyich 
Steelworks headed to the Russian port of Rostov-on-Don at 
the end of May. About 145,000 tons of steel products were 
left in Mariupol, a port city occupied by Russia’s military. 
Also, more than $600 million worth of grain was stolen. 

• Ford Motor warned of European job cuts as part of an 
overhaul that will see it make EVs in Spain and wind down 
operations at a German factory. Ford said talks will start 
with unions on a “significant” headcount reduction at its 
plant in Germany, and also at the Spanish installation 
because producing EVs is less labor intensive. 

• Sales of new cars in Russia have plummented since the 
invasion of Ukraine. In May, sales were 80% lower than the 
same month in 2019. Sanctions have caused foreign 
carmakers to halt 
deliveries, while domestic 
manufacturers are short of 
parts. Russia's largest 
carmaker AvtoVaz has 
suspended the assembly of 
its vehicles since the 
beginning of April. Due to 
shortages of imported 
components, most Russian 
car manufacturing has effectively stalled and the car market 
is anticipated to contract by at least 50% this year.  
(See Appendix: Automotive, page 15) 

• A European space telescope has uncovered hidden depths 
of the Milky Way, which will help scientists to reconstruct 
the galaxy’s evolution. Astronomers are mapping the 
movements and chemical signatures of almost 2bn stars, 
including some that vibrate during events known as 
“starquakes”. The unusual starquakes are among multiple 
new discoveries made by Gaia, a mission launched in 2013 
to create the "most accurate and complete multi-
dimensional map of the Milky Way."  

• Commodities giant Glencore made more money trading 
oil, metals and other commodities in six months than it had 
expected to make all year, citing unprecedented volatility in 
markets in the wake of the global recovery from the 
pandemic and the invasion of Ukraine. Glencore’s trading 
division expects to post half-year earnings before interest 
and taxes of more than $3.2bn. In the whole of 2021, the 
division generated earnings of $3.7 billion.  

• Russian exports to China accelerated in May, surging 80% 
YOY to $10.27bn, as Beijing continues to offer support to 
Moscow. China continued to snap up Russian energy 
products including a record quantity of crude oil, lifting 
purchases to $7.47bn, double the amount of a year ago.  

• Russian gas volumes on the Nord Stream 1 pipeline to 
Germany were cut by 60%, which Moscow blamed on 
sanctions imposed after the invasion of Ukraine. Russia has 
access to alternative supply routes to keep customers 
supplied, but declined to use them. Germany said any 
technical issues were clearly a pretext for Russia to squeeze 
Europe’s economy. Germany will restart coal-fired power 
plants and offer incentives for companies to use less natural 
gas, marking a new step in the economic war between 
Europe and Russia. (See Appendix: Energy, page 10) 

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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ASIA/PACIFIC, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA & INDIA  
• The global economy was on course for recovery before the 

war in Ukraine, but this is now being severely impacted by 
Russian aggression and topped off by disruptions in global 
supply chains. The latest OECD Economic Outlook shows 
the prospects for economic growth in the world's major 
economies are now much bleaker than they were in the last 
forecast from December 2021.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• China’s retail sales declined for a third consecutive month 
in May, falling 6.7% YOY as lockdowns and mass testing 
campaigns under the zero-COVID strategy curtailed growth. 
China’s industrial production recovered slightly in May, 
gaining 0.7% compared with the same period a year ago. 
Factory output was buoyed by robust growth in the 
production of new energy vehicles and solar cells.  

• Domestic and export prices for stainless steel in China 
dropped sharply in June on nickel losses and destocking 
pressure on mills. Some market participants expect 
stainless prices to continue to fall and are taking a wait-and-
see buying approach. Several major Chinese producers 
have built large inventories, after producing stainless at 
high rates while demand was weak over the past 2 months. 

• JFE Steel, Japan’s 2nd-largest steelmaker, will construct 
test facilities for two projects to develop technologies that 
use carbon dioxide in steelmaking processes, as part of its 
goal of achieving carbon neutrality by 2050.  

• Chinese researchers successfully tested a full-system 
model of technology that could one day wirelessly transmit 
power from solar panels orbiting in outer space to Earth. A 
model power station captures sunlight high above the 
ground, converts it into microwave beams which are 
transmitted to a receiver station, where it can be converted 
back to electricity. (See Appendix: Energy, page 11) 

• British Petroleum took the lead on a >$30bn project to 
produce massive amounts of hydrogen from wind and solar 
energy in Australia’s Outback. BP is taking a 40.5% stake in 
the project, known as the Asian Renewable Energy Hub, and 
will be its operator. Hydrogen is emerging as a potential way 
to cut carbon emissions from industries such as trucking, 
shipping, steelmaking and fertilizer manufacturing that 
contribute to climate change but are hard to reduce. The 
hope is to develop 26GW of solar and wind power, equal to 
a third of Australia’s generating capacity, and produce 
about 1.6mn tonnes a year of green hydrogen.  

• The price of iron ore, a key source of profits for some of the 
biggest mining companies, surrendered all its gains for the 
year as investors grow fearful about waning Chinese 
demand. Iron ore slumped 8% on June 19 to a six-month 
low of $111.35/tonne, following reports of steel mills in 
China cutting production. The move reflected a ninth 
straight session of declines. Analysts warned that it could 
fall as low as $100/tonne for the first time since November if 
China’s flagging property market remains in the doldrums. 

• The prices of many commodities have risen sharply as a 
result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, particularly coal and 
wheat, whose prices increased 60% to 70% on average. The 
price surge is also significant for other important raw 
materials, such as gas and oil (from 25% to 55%), as well as 
metals such as nickel and platinum (from 21% to 47%).  
(See Appendix: Commodities, page 15)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Key Update: Metals prices are up, but mining companies 
aren’t spending. Their restraint could keep supplies tight and 
magnify shortages of raw materials such as copper and zinc 
that are critical for the transition away from fossil fuels. 
Update: As June closed, major metals were declining.  
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ECONOMIC UPDATE: APPENDIX TO THE JULY 2022 ISSUE 

STEEL: TOP 20 STEEL-PRODUCING COUNTRIES IN 2021 (MILLIONS OF TONNES) 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEEL: WORLDSTAINLESS EXPECTS GLOBAL STAINLESS CONSUMPTION +3.6% IN 2022, +3.2% IN 2023 
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ENERGY/AUTOMOTIVE: THE FOUR KEY FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE GAS PRICES 

The cost of gas has been a hot topic of 
conversation lately, as prices reach record-
breaking highs. The national average now sits 
at $5/gal, and by the end of summer this figure 
could grow to $6/gal, according to JPMorgan. 
To have an understanding of what’s happening 
at the pump, it’s important to first know what 
key factors dictate the price of gas. According to 
the EIA, there are four main factors that 
influence the price of gas: crude oil prices 
(54%), refining costs (14%), taxes (16%), and 
distribution and marketing costs (16%). 
Crude Oil Prices: The most influential factor is 
the cost of crude oil. Despite being the world’s 
largest oil producer, the U.S. remains a net 
importer of crude oil, with the majority coming 
from Canada, Mexico, and Saudi Arabia. 
Because of America’s reliance on imports, U.S. 
gas prices are largely influenced by the global 
crude oil market. Geopolitical factors can 
influence the crude oil market, and one of the 
biggest influences is OPEC, led by Saudi Arabia. 
OPEC sets production targets for its 13 member 
countries and historically oil prices have been 
linked to changes in OPEC production. Today, 
OPEC countries control about 60% of 
internationally traded petroleum. 
Refining Costs: Oil needs to be refined into 
gasoline before it can be used by consumers, 
which is why refining costs are factored into the 
price of gas. The U.S. has hundreds of refineries 
across the country. The country’s largest 
refinery, Saudi Aramco, processes around 

607,000 barrels of oil per day. The exact cost of refining varies, depending on a number of factors such as the type of crude oil used, the 
processing technology available at the refinery and the gasoline requirements in specific parts of the country. Refining capacity in the U.S. 
has not been keeping up with oil demand. Several refineries shut down throughout the pandemic, but refining capacity in the U.S. was 
lagging behind demand. Incredibly, there haven’t been any brand-new refining facilities built in the country since 1977. 
Taxes: Across America, the average gasoline tax is $0.57/gal, but the exact amount fluctuates from state to state. States with high gas 
taxes usually spend the extra money on improvements to their infrastructure or local transportation. 
Distribution and Marketing Costs: Gasoline is typically shipped from refineries to local terminals via pipelines. From there, the gasoline 
is processed further to ensure it meets market requirements or local government standards. Gas stations then distribute the final product 
to the consumer. The cost of running a gas station varies. The big-name brands run a lot of advertisements. Chevron, BP, Exxon Mobil and 
Royal Dutch Shell aired TV advertisements in the U.S. more than 44,495 times between June 1, 2020, and Aug. 31, 2021. 
How Does the Russia-Ukraine Conflict Impact U.S. Gas Prices? Oil is bought and sold on a global commodities market. So, when 
countries imposed sanctions on Russian oil, that put a squeeze on global supply, which ultimately drove up prices. This supply shock could 
keep prices high for a while unless the U.S. falls into a recession, which is a growing possibility based on how recent data is trending.  
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ENERGY: THE LARGEST IMPORTERS OF RUSSIAN FOSSIL FUELS SINCE THE WAR 

Despite looming sanctions and import bans, Russia exported $97.7 billion worth of fossil fuels in the first 100 days since its invasion of 
Ukraine, at an average of $977 million per day. This infographic tracks the biggest importers of Russia’s fossil fuel exports during the first 
100 days of the war. 
In Demand, Russia’s Black Gold: The 
global energy market has seen several 
cyclical shocks over the last few years. 
The gradual decline in upstream oil and 
gas investment followed by pandemic-
induced production cuts led to a drop in 
supply, while people consumed more 
energy as economies reopened and 
winters got colder. Consequently, fossil 
fuel demand was rising even before 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which 
exacerbated the market shock. Russia is 
the 3rd-largest producer and 2nd-largest 
exporter of crude oil. In the 100 days 
since the invasion, oil was by far Russia’s 
most valuable fossil fuel export, 
accounting for $48 billion or roughly half 
of the total export revenue. 
Top Importers of Russian Fossil Fuels: 
The EU bloc accounted for 61% of 
Russia’s fossil fuel export revenue during 
the 100-day period. Germany, Italy, and 
the Netherlands (members of both the 
EU and NATO) were among the largest 
importers, with only China surpassing them. China overtook 
Germany as the largest importer, importing nearly 2 million barrels of 
discounted Russian oil per day in May—up 55% vs. a year ago. Russia 
surpassed Saudi Arabia as China’s largest oil supplier. The biggest 
increase in imports came from India, buying 18% of all Russian oil 
exports during the 100-day period. A significant amount of the oil that 
goes to India is re-exported as refined products to the U.S. 
Reducing Reliance on Russia: In response to the invasion of Ukraine, 
several countries have taken strict action against Russia through 
sanctions on exports, including fossil fuels. The U.S. and Sweden have 
banned Russian fossil fuel imports entirely, with monthly import 
volumes down 100% and 99% in May relative to when the invasion 
began, respectively. On a global scale, monthly fossil fuel import 
volumes from Russia were down 15% in May, an indication of the 
negative political sentiment surrounding the country. While the EU is 
phasing out Russian oil, several European countries are heavily 
reliant on Russian gas. A full-fledged boycott on Russia’s fossil fuels 
would also hurt the European economy, so the phase-out will likely 
be gradual, and subject to the changing geopolitical environment.  
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ENERGY: A DIFFERENT KIND OF SOLAR POWER ATTRACTS ATTENTION 

When you think of solar energy, you probably picture the photovoltaic panels that capture sunlight to be converted to electricity, but there 
are other ways to harness the sun’s power. One method attracting growing interest is called concentrated solar-thermal power, or CSP, 
which uses mirrors to reflect and concentrate the sun’s energy. CSP has been held back by technical challenges and a shortage of funding 

and government incentives compared with 
other sources of renewable energy. As the 
sense of urgency about replacing fossil fuels 
continues to grow, spurring demand for 
carbon-free energy, a number of increasingly 
well-funded entities are trying to improve the 
technology. Proponents say the heat that CSP 
systems produce and their storage capacity 
offer advantages over other renewables for 
generating grid-scale electricity and fueling 
various industrial processes. Rather than 
convert sunlight directly into electricity, as 
photovoltaic panels do, CSP uses mirrors called 
heliostats to focus sunlight on receivers filled 
with one of several possible liquid or solid 
materials. The sunlight heats the material to 
extremely high temperatures, creating thermal 
energy. CSP also can be used in a variety of 
industrial processes that require intense 
heat, such as steelmaking, concrete making 
and chemical production. Using the heat from 
CSP this way is more efficient than taking 
electricity from solar panels and converting it 
to heat, and cleaner than burning fossil fuels to 
produce heat. Companies are increasingly 
exploring CSP as a way to reduce emissions, 
says Guangdong Zhu, a senior researcher at the 

federally funded National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The environmental impact could be significant. “Industry heat represents 20% 
or 25% of total energy consumption of all kinds,” Dr. Zhu says. CSP won’t ultimately replace photovoltaic solar energy, Dr. Zhu says, but 
instead will supplement it. “If we are trying to decarbonize the grid with 100% renewable energy,” he says, “then we need everything.” 
A long way to go: For now, CSP’s contribution to the global energy supply is minimal. The world has about six gigawatts of CSP 
capacity, with a little over two gigawatts of that in the U.S. By comparison, photovoltaic solar power recently exceeded one 
terawatt, or 1,000 gigawatts, of capacity. Technical challenges are partly responsible for that disparity. Among them: converting heat 
to electricity is expensive and less efficient than the photovoltaic process and CSP systems need a lot of water—a problem because they 
are best located in deserts or other water-scarce areas to maximize exposure to sunlight. Newer technology that could drive costs down 
and make CSP more efficient holds promise, but there hasn’t been a breakthrough. There hasn’t been any commissioned next-generation 
CSP technology in the field. A new stream of investment and research could start to change that. Research initiatives include HelioCon, a 
consortium of corporate and government entities, researchers and CSP experts formed in December by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory and the Energy Department to develop cheaper, more-efficient heliostats. At the same time, researchers at the University of 
Barcelona are working on pinpointing a material that can be heated to a higher temperature, which is more effective at producing 
electricity. It’s also essential to find a material that isn’t rare, expensive or toxic. This could help CSP avoid the problem that lithium 
batteries have: The batteries rely on rare-earth metals that are in high demand and have serious labor issues around their sourcing. The 
Barcelona researchers  want to find not only the cheapest but also the most sustainable solutions. 
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MEDICAL: COVID-19’S EFFECT ON BRAIN RAISES FEARS OF LONG-TERM GLOBAL HEALTH BURDEN   

The cognitive impairment caused by severe COVID-19 is comparable with the decline that takes place between the ages of 50 and 
70, according to a recent study by Cambridge University and Imperial College London. Researchers said the degeneration was equivalent 
to losing 10 IQ points. The findings were the latest in a series of studies that suggest COVID-19 has an impact on the brain. The lasting 
impact of COVID-19 on the millions who have contracted it is still being assessed more than two years into the pandemic, with few areas 
of uncertainty as urgent and unsettling as the potentially enduring effects on the brain. Scientists are examining the precise mechanisms 
causing neurological effects and whether symptoms will prove to be temporary or the heaviest health burdens may still lie in the future. 
What are the striking findings? Amid a growing body of anecdotal evidence, Alzheimer’s Disease International, a federation of dementia 
associations, suggested that the degenerative effect of coronavirus could fuel a “pandemic of dementia”. The WHO estimates that the 
number of people living with dementia, currently some 55mn, will rise to about 80mn by 2030 as the elderly population grows. A study 
from Oxford University researchers published in March found tissue damage and shrinkage in parts of the brain related to smell in people 
who had only mild bouts of COVID-19. Researchers, who analyzed nearly 800 brain scans from the UK Biobank — one of the world’s largest 
biomedical databases — found a reduction in whole brain size compared with people who were not infected and, on average, greater 
cognitive decline. Loss of the sense of smell, which people began noting in the early days of the pandemic, may have been caused by 
damage to the olfactory nerve which extends into the brain and conveys this function, according to a study published in JAMA Neurology. 
How concerned are experts? Dr. S Andrew Josephson, chair of neurology at the University of California and editor in chief of JAMA 
Neurology, said people with even mild COVID described symptoms, such as mental fatigue, might be related to the brain. “We’re seeing 
more and more studies that show changes in the brain that may be associated with it,” he said. Difficulties with memory, language and 
concentration are among a broad range of symptoms that fall under the umbrella term “long COVID”. Defined as suffering symptoms for 
12 weeks or more after a COVID-19 diagnosis, medical experts have estimated that it affects more than 100mn people. But other experts 
suggest that superficially worrying findings might not be as concerning as they first appear. “The majority of patients we’re seeing clinically 
have a disorder of concentration and the ability to direct your thinking,” said Alan Carson, consultant neuropsychiatrist at Edinburgh 
University. “It’s very unpleasant but it’s not a permanent neurodegenerative state; it’s treatable.” Serena Spudich, professor of neurology 
at the Yale School of Medicine, said it was not clear how much changes in the brain were specific to COVID, nor their significance.  “People 
may lose some grey matter and it may have little real-life meaning,” she said. 
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MEDICAL: BATTERY OPTION—APPLYING ULTRASONIC WAVES FOR WIRELESS CHARGING 

Implantable medical devices such as pacemakers and defibrillators use electrical pulses to regulate the heart. Despite technological 
advances in leads or electrodes, these devices still use batteries, which present unique safety and reliability challenges to their developers 

and manufacturers. For example, the batteries in implanted devices run out over time and are 
currently replaced by an incision surgery, which may lead to health complications. Researchers 
from the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) have come up with an alternative 
solution to the cumbersome method of replacing batteries of implanted devices. The research 
team developed an ultrasonic wireless power transmission technology. Their new charging 
technique by wireless energy transfer could be an effective alternative. The technique could 
be used to charge the batteries of underwater devices, such as sensors used for monitoring the 
conditions of submarine cables. Electromagnetic (EM) induction and magnetic resonance is 
presently used in wireless energy transfer in smartphones and wireless earphones, but EM does 

not pass-through water or metal, which means that charging is limited to short distances. The problem with using EM to recharge 
implanted medical devices is that it generates heat, noted the KIST researchers. They explained that the magnetic resonance method 
requires that the resonant frequencies of the magnetic field generator and transmitting device are exactly the same. There is also a risk of 
interference with other wireless communication frequencies, such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. The research team suggested using ultrasonic 
waves as an energy transmission medium to replace EM waves or magnetic fields. Sonar, which uses ultrasound waves, is commonly used 
in underwater environments to detect objects or measure depth. Ultrasonic waves can penetrate water to long distances. It is also a safe 
method used in various applications, such as organ or fetal condition diagnosis. Unfortunately, existing acoustic energy transfer methods 
are not commercialized easily due to the low transmission efficiency of acoustic energy, noted the researchers. To overcome this 
shortcoming, they developed a model that receives and converts ultrasonic waves into electrical energy using the triboelectric principle, 
which allows for the conversion of small mechanical vibrations into electrical energy effectively. By adding a ferroelectric material to the 
triboelectric generator, the ultrasonic energy transfer efficiency was significantly improved from less than 1% to more than 4%. The 
researchers were able to generate more than 8mW of power at a distance of 6cm. This was sufficient to simultaneously operate 200 LEDs 
or to communicate Bluetooth sensor data underwater, they said. The researchers added that their device had high energy conversion 
efficiency and generated marginal amounts of heat. This study demonstrated that electronic devices can be driven by wireless power 
charging via ultrasonic waves. If the stability and efficiency of the device are further improved in the future, this technology can be 
applied to supply power wirelessly to implantable sensors or deep-sea sensors, where replacing batteries is cumbersome.  

INNOVATION: THE MISSING COMPONENT TO MAKE ROBOTS MORE HUMAN – THE SENSE OF TOUCH 

BeBop Sensors, a world leader in smart fabric sensor technologies, announced in May its BeBop Sensors RoboSkin line of skin-like 
coverings for tactile awareness for humanoid robots and prosthetics. A true nervous system for robots at less than 1mm thick, RoboSkin 
is the only technology that fits all robotic body parts: limbs, fingers, feet, head and torso, 
to make robots “feel” better. RoboSkin’s advanced fabric-based sensor skin can be shaped 
to any surface allowing quick tailoring to fit any robot, with spatial resolution and 
sensitivity that exceeds human abilities for a true partnership between humans and their 
robot helpers. Advances in robotics, such as vision and listening, are missing a key element 
— the sense of touch, essential for practical human/robot interaction. As robots are 
quickly becoming part of our world, they need to interact and learn by sense of touch 
and feel. Flexible, reliable and highly proprietary, BeBop Sensors’ RoboSkin provides this 
essential touch factor, with technology based on BeBop’s fabric sensors, with millions of 
sensors in daily use throughout the world and over 30 U.S. and international patents. The 
Census Bureau predicts that for the first time ever, there will be more Americans over the age of 65 than under 18, with Japan having the 
oldest population with 30% over 65. In addition, “The Great Resignation” shows no sign of slowing down, with record numbers of people 
leaving the work force. Human-like robots are stepping up to this urgent need, augmenting humans in the workplace, hospitals and 
homes; with roles in healthcare, as domestic help, in manufacturing, distribution, biohazards and even in entertainment and 
companionship roles. A human shape ensures a robot should be able to perform any human task; to fit through any door and use every 
human tool. Robots do not need to have the environment made around their needs — robots can do jobs humans want to avoid.  
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AUTOMOTIVE/INNOVATION: STARTUP BEGINS SALES OF $265,000 FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC CAR 

A Dutch company will start deliveries of the world’s first production-ready solar car to customers later this year, promising months of 
charge-less driving in summer conditions. Lightyear, founded in the Netherlands in 2016, is making 949 of the models featuring curved 
solar panels across the car’s hood and roof. Power derived from the sun will add as much as 70 
kilometers (43 miles) of driving range per day from the sun. “Electric cars are a step in the right 
direction, but they are dependent on the grid, which is still dependent on mostly fossil fuel energy,” CEO 
and Co-Founder Lex Hoefsloot said at the reveal of the $263,000 Lightyear 0 model. “Adding a new source, 
the sun, adds certainty that you will always have that charge and you will have to charge a lot less often.” 
The company claims that the car, which will be made in Finland by Valmet Automotive, allows two 
months of driving without charging in Amsterdam during summer and as many as seven months in Portugal. Cars powered by the sun 
have struggled to make it beyond the prototype stage because of the large area solar panels require. Lightyear has driven the car more 
than 700 kilometers (435 miles) on a single charge of a 60 kilowatt-hour battery. Following the small production run of the Lightyear 0, the 
company plans to make a more affordable model at a starting price of $31,200. Production is set to start in late 2024 or early 2025.  

AEROSPACE: AMAZON WILL MAKE DELIVERIES BY DRONE IN CALIFORNIA LATER THIS YEAR 

Amazon’s long-planned drone-delivery service will make its U.S. debut this year, joining other companies like Walmart and Alphabet that 
have begun shipping goods using unmanned aircraft. The e-commerce giant said its drone-delivery program will make its first deliveries 

to Lockeford, CA, located in San Joaquin County about 100 miles northeast of San Francisco. 
Lockeford is a rural community with a population of about 11,700. Amazon said it developed a sense 
and detection system for the drones so the devices can avoid midair collisions and hitting things 
on the ground. The company didn’t specify exactly when deliveries would begin. “If obstacles are 
identified, our drone will automatically change course to safely avoid them,” Amazon said. “As our 
drone descends to deliver the package into a customer’s backyard, the drone ensures that there’s a 
small area around the delivery location that’s clear of any people, animals or other obstacles.” The 
announcement of Amazon’s first U.S. drone delivery comes as other companies are ramping up their 

drone-delivery capabilities. Walmart said in May it was expanding drone-delivery service to Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Texas, Utah and 
Virginia. Operator DroneUp LLC began managing drone-delivery hubs out of Walmart stores in Arkansas in November. Wing, a unit of 
Google parent Alphabet, said in April it was rolling out drone-delivery service in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. Rural areas pose challenges 
for retailers like Amazon because it is costly and inefficient to deliver packages to areas that are spread out. Drone delivery could help 
retailers make shipments to rural areas more efficiently, and the wide-open spaces makes it a desirable location to test the drones. The 
FAA in 2020 gave Amazon approval to set up a fleet of drones to begin limited tests of package deliveries to customers in the U.S.  

AEROSPACE: UFOS, CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE STATISTICAL KIND 

Most Americans believe in aliens. Stories of mysterious craft hovering in the air or traveling at hypersonic speeds have fuelled interest 
since the 1950s. The U.S. government is the latest UFO enthusiast. In May, the U.S. held its first Congressional hearing on unidentified 
flying objects since the 1960s. Pentagon officials said they had received 400 sightings 
from military personnel, including a formerly classified video in which a spherical object 
apparently zipped past a fighter jet. Some cultural critics see a postwar fascination with 
aliens as reflecting the fear of communism and aggressive foreign powers. Between 1947 
and 1969, the air force collected 12,618 reports of sightings. More than 700 received an 
“unidentified” label. Government efforts to encourage standardized reporting could 
spark an uptick. Real unregistered airborne objects pose risks to air traffic and national 
security, regardless of their origin. There are fears they could represent breakthrough 
technology developed by foreign adversaries. U.S. officials are keen to avoid the word 
“extraterrestrial”. They often attribute UFO sightings to drones, military activity or 
airborne clutter, such as deflating weather balloons. As the latest government report admits, most UFO sightings remain impossible to 
identify. However, if they proliferate, it may point to something other than little green men in flying saucers. The data may instead reflect 
rising paranoia. The U.S. and its allies are once again trapped in a dangerous confrontation with Russia and China. 
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AUTOMOTIVE/COMMODITIES: ELECTRIC VEHICLES VS. COMBUSTION — WHAT ARE CARS MADE OF? 

Electric vehicles require a wider range 
of minerals for their motors and 
batteries compared to conventional 
cars. An EV can have up to six times 
more minerals than a combustion 
vehicle, making them on average 750 
lbs. heavier. This infographic compares 
the minerals used in a typical electric 
car with a conventional gas car. Note: 
Steel and aluminum aren’t shown. 
Mineral values are for the entire vehicle 
including batteries and motors.  
Batteries Are Heavy: Sales of electric 
cars are booming and the rising 
demand for minerals used in EVs is 
already posing a challenge for the 
mining industry to keep up. That’s 
because, unlike gas cars that run on 
internal combustion engines, EVs rely 
on huge, mineral-intensive batteries to 
power the car. The average 60kWh 
battery pack—the same size that’s used 
in a Chevy Bolt—contains roughly 
185kgs of minerals, or about 10 times as 
much as in a typical car battery (18 kg). 
Lithium, nickel, cobalt, manganese and 

graphite are all crucial to battery performance, longevity and energy density. In addition, EVs can contain more than a mile of copper 
wiring inside the stator to convert electric energy into mechanical energy. Out of the eight minerals in the list, five are not used in 
conventional cars: graphite, nickel, cobalt, lithium and rare earths. Since graphite is the primary anode material for EV batteries, it’s also 
the largest component by weight. Although materials like nickel, manganese, cobalt and lithium are smaller components individually, 
together they make up the cathode, which plays a critical role in determining EV performance. While the engine in conventional cars is 
heavier compared to EVs, it requires fewer minerals. Engine components are usually made up of iron alloys, such as structural steels, 
stainless steels, iron base sintered metals, as well as cast iron or aluminum alloyed parts. EV motors, often rely on permanent magnets 
made of rare earths and can contain up to a mile of copper wiring that converts electric energy into mechanical energy. 
The EV Impact on Metals Markets: The growth of the EV market is not only beginning to have a noticeable impact on the automobile 
industry but the metals market as well. EVs and battery storage have already displaced consumer electronics to become the largest 
consumer of lithium and are set to take over from the stainless steel industry as the largest end-user of nickel by 2040. In the 2ndH 
of 2021, 84,600 tonnes of nickel were deployed onto roads globally in the batteries of all newly sold passenger EVs combined, 59% more 
than in 2ndH 2020. Moreover, another 107,200 tonnes of lithium carbonate equivalent (LCE) were deployed globally in new EV batteries, an 
88% increase year-on-year. Securing the supply of the materials necessary for the EV revolution will remain a top priority. 
              __  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER:  This publication is for informational purposes only and should not be considered or construed as 
representations or advice by Ulbrich Stainless Steels and Special Metals, Inc. To the best of our knowledge, the information contained 
herein is accurate and reliable as of the date of publication; however, it should not be used or relied upon in regard to any specific facts or 
circumstances. The views set forth herein are the personal views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Ulbrich. Further, 
the Company does not assume any liability whatsoever for the accuracy and completeness of the information contained in this report. 
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ULBRICH.COM

https://www.ulbrich.com/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
https://www.ulbrich.com/blog?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
https://www.ulbrich.com/blog/how-to-find-a-steel-supply-chain-partner-built-for-todays-tough-market-conditions/?utm_source=economic_update&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2022_07
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